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BRIEF NOTES 

Field equations for micropolar current and a heat conducting 
magnetically-saturated solid 

1. Introduction 

N. NAERLOVIC-VELJKOVIC (BELGRAD) 

STA.RTING from the balance of magnetization and the balance of energy, the equations 
of motion, boundary conditions and the energy equation are derived. Assuming the 
existence of internal state variables and postulating the entropy equation, constitutive 
equations and dissipation inequality are obtained. 

THE PURPOSE of the work is to derive basic field equations for an elastic micropolar solid 
under mechanical, thermal and electromagnetic influence. The thermodiffusion for the 
studied model, without electromagnetic influences, was analyzed in Paper [6]. The behaviour 
of deformable media in the electromagnetic field was studied in a number of works, e.g. in 
[1, 2, 3 and 4]. 

2. External electromagnetic field 

The electromagnetic variables satisfy the Maxwell field equations for electric conductors 
which, in Gaussian units, take the form 

(2.1) 

In addition to Eq. (2.1) the auxiliary Maxwell equations are satisfied identically: 

(2.2) V · D = 4nq, V · B = 0, 

where C is the speed of light. For the electromagnetic field in matter, in the absence of 
polarization, the following relations exist 

(2.3) H = B-4nM, D = E 

with M-magnetic moment per unit volume. 
We introduce the following electromagnetic variables defined in points XK of the 

moving matter: 

(2.4) IJ.=M, E=E+C-1 (vxB), j=J-C-1ev, e=!L. 
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These variables are: ~J.-magnetization density, £-electromotive intensity at a point 
moving with the particles of the motion, j-conduction current relative to the particles 
of the motion, e-charge density and e-mass density. 

3. Magnetic exchange field 

Suppose that the mass of the macroelement remains conserved during the regarded 
process, and since the material is magnetically saturated, the magnitude of the magnetic 
moment per unit mass p. is conserved: 

(3.1) 1L • fJ. = p,'f 

with !-ls = const when a homogeneous material is assumed. From Eq. (3.1) it follows 
immediately: 
(3.2) 1L • Jl = 0 A (p. · ,L);k = 0. 

According to Eq. (3.2) 1 we express the rate of magnetization in the following way: 

(3.3) fl = w xp.-, 
w representing the angular velocity of magnetization. 

We postulate the balance of magnetization in the integral form as follows: 

(3.4) ~~ f F- 1Qp.dv = j QIJ.X(B+B<L>)dv+ J QIJ.XF<~'>dov . 
0 V ~ 

Here r is the gyromagnetic ratio, r-lp. the spin angular momentum and B(L) the local 
material magnetic field. The second integral on the rhs of Eq. (3.4) represents the contri
bution of the magnetic exchange field Fe,>, [3]. 

The application of the equation of balance (3.4) to an elementary tetrahedron yields 
the definition of the magnetic exchange tensor Ali: 

(3.5) 

Providing 

(3.6) (p,i,,A,;')u .kJ = 0, 
we obtain the local form of balance of magnetization 

(3.7) eF-Ip} = eilk[Bk+B<L>k+Q- 1 (QAk:1).zh?f-li· 

From Eq. (3.7) it may be seen that without loss of generality one may put 

(3.8) f-liB{L> = 0 A f-liAi' = 0. 

Multiplying both sides of Eq. (3. 7) with w, we obtain a useful relation: 

(3.9) efti[Bi+BtL>+e- 1 (eAl').z] = o. 

4. Balance of energy 

We add to the expression of energy balance derived in [6] the contribution due to the 
existence of the electromagnetic field and magnetic exchange field: 

1 J ( oB oE) c f J ( oB) Q<em> =- 4n BTt+ETt dv- 4n (ExH)dov = E·J-MTt dv 
V h V 

(4.1) 
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and 

(4.2) Q <ll> = J e (fL x F<ll>) · w d ov = J eP-1 Ftll> d av. 
ov ov 

In that way the equation of energy balance reads 

(4.3) .f e(iiv1+Fiivii+u)dv = j e(f1vi+l~vu+h)dv+ j (fs1+ ~ elikvihBk 
V V V 

where 

(4.4) Fii = -rji = [KLoo[i xil X .K .L, 

represents inertia spin, JKL being inertia coefficients of the macroelement, v1-velocity of 
the macroelement mass center, vi1 = -vu-gyration tensor; u-internal energy density; 
T 1

, Hli = -Hi1-surface force and surface couple per unit area; / 1
, [li = -fi1-body 

force and body couple densities; q-heat influx per unit area; h-heat supply density. 
The application of Eq. (4.3) to an elementary tetrahedron yields the definitions of the 

stress tensor, couple stress tensor and heat flux vector: 

T 1 = tlini, q = q1n1, 

Mli = Miiknb F~P> = Aiini, 
(4.5) 

while Eq. (4.5)4 coincide with Eq. (3.5), n1 being the outwardly directed normal. Relations 
(4.5) are valid for an interior point. If it is a boundary point, supposing the boundary 
surface has a continuous tangent plane, the relations ( 4.5) become boundary conditions 
for the prescribed values at the /hs of Eqs. (4.5). 

Taking account of Eqs. (3.9) and (4.5) and using the theorem of divergence, we further 
obtain 

Requiring the invariance of Eq. (4.6) under the added virtual velocities corresponding 
to rigid body motions, 

(4.7) v;.i -+ vi,i+Du, P,i.i -+ P,i.i+ 1-'~iQi, 

v1i -+ vu+Dii, 

we obtain the following equations of motion: 

(4.8) 

t[iiJ + Mli~k + eliJ + '21-'[i B{l> + (!f-t[~' A ill = eFii. 

The last term at lhs of Eq. (4.8h vanishes, providing that Eq. (3.6) is satisfied. 
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Introducing the quantity 

(4.9) 

having the character of energy density and using Eq. (4.8), we derive the local !orm of 
the energy equation as follows: 

(4.10) 

5. Thermodynamical restrictions and constitutive equations 

We postulate the thermodynamical model with the entropy balance in the form of 
the following equation: 

(5.1) 

with 'YJ being the entropy density. Introducing the free energy density, 

'IJl = x-OrJ, 

(5.2) (!ip = tii(vi.i -vii) + Miikyii,k + eA'i(p,,j-Ytifl:i)- (!B~L>(Pi -Y;i fli) -erJO 
we get the expression for the dissipation function in the form 

As a sequence of the Clausius-Duhem inequality, we assert that Eq. (5.3) must Je non
negative: 

(5.4) 

We obtain [7] the derivatives at the rhs of Eq. (5.3) as follows: 

v;,j-vii = X~ixf; eKL (eKL = x,:LX~K- GKL), 

(5.5) 
vij,k = x~iX~ix~kKKLM (KKLM = XtKlL;M), 

P,i-Yijfli = x~dnK (mK = X~Kflk), 

p,,,j-Yufl~i = x~,xtmKL (mKL = X~Kflk;L). 

From Eqs. (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) we obtain 

(5.6) - e.,P+ tii x~ix~jeKL + Miik x~iX~ix~kKKLM + eA'i x~,xtmKL- eBtL>X~imK 

• qi() i •' 
-(!'Y}()+ - 0 +J'ei ~ 0. 

Now we assume that there exists a set of n-internal state variables e<cv> having an influence 
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on the dissipation of energy. Let by that assumption. and by the expression (5.6), we come 
to the following list of arguments of the internal energy density: 

(5.7) 
(). i 
-0-, e;, a<">' 

v=l,2, ... ,n. 

Follo'Ying the Truesdell's principle of equipresence, we suppose that all other response 
functions in Eq. (5.3) also depend on the arguments (5.7). The rate of change of a<"> may 
also be governed by a generally nonlinear function f(v> of the arguments (5.7). Hence: 

(5.8) 

Returning to the conditions of the constraints in Eqs. (3.2), introducing four Lagrangian 
multipliers Nand NK and proceeding in the usual manner, we obtain from Eq. (5.6) the 
following: 

(5.9) 

(B i N i N' i ) K ] • [ 
0"P (A'i Np l j ) K XL ] • +e (L)+ fl + #;LX .j mK- (! omKL -e - fl X;p X ·l ;j mKL 

(
a"P ) 0• a"P (T;-) 01p • 01p • qie . ·i 0 -e ao +"' -e a(o;) 8 -ea.~··-e a~,.~"''''+T+••J ~ . 

In order to have Eq. (5.4) satisfied for any independent thermodynamical process, the 
following equations must take place: 

(5.10) 

O'l'fa( ~·) = o, a'l';ae, = o. 

The last two equations imply that 'I'· tii, M'l', B/L,, A'J and '1 are independent of ( 
11
;;•) 

and ek. Hence these six response functions depend only on 

(5.11) eKL' KKLM' mK, mKL' 0, a<">' 

v=l,2, ... ,n. 
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So the list of arguments (5.7) with the response functions in Eqs. (5.8) and the list of 
arguments (5.11) with the response functions in Eqs. (5.10) characterize the behaviour of 
the model in question. The non-vanishing part remaining in lhs of Eq. (5.9) represents 
the thermodynamical restriction imposed upon 1p,J;_,>, qi and/ which must be satisfied, 
together with Eqs. (5.8) and (5.10), in every thermodynamically admissible process of the 
body. This restriction is found in the form of the dissipation inequality [5]: 

(5.12) 
01JJ r i ( (). i) ·i < 0 

(! oa(v) J(v)- q 7T - J Cj = . 

The Lagrangian multipliers in Eqs. (5.10) may be found from Eqs. (3.8) in the form 

(5.13) 

We finally remark that the expression for 1p satisfies the principle of material objectivity·: 
if 1p is a single-valued function of the arguments (5.11), it is a scalar invariant under rigid 
rotation of the body, as may be easily checked. The condition (3.6), assuring the invariance 
of the exchange field in a rigid rotation of the spin system with respect to the material 
lattice, is thus also satisfied. 
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